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Are You IN or OUT?
What Can The EU Referendum Do For
Our Business Planning?
Special Think Paper
I suspect most adults are now aware that June the 23rd will be a seminal day for Britain and arguably
the EU as British voters get their say of whether to stay or go. The overall campaign is in its final days
and polls suggest it is too close to call.
As someone who has been involved in helping to shape national policy and in measuring its practical
impact, I’ve been interested in trying to understand the different perspectives in order to make an
informed decision when voting. I’ve engaged in many different conversations with other business
owners, peers and friends to gain insights that could further shape my thoughts.
Last week, I attended an EU debate hosted by the Greater Manchester Chamber of Commerce
(GMCC) I listened to two opposing views that both promised to provide a stronger, more
economically prosperous Britain. Both speakers (below) were well prepared and adamant that their
way was the only way to avoid disaster in the long run.
Britain Stronger IN – Sajjad Karim MEP: Member of the European Parliament (MEP) elected
to represent the people of the North West of England.
Vote Leave – Alan Halsall: Vote Leave Board Member, Entrepreneur and former Chairman
and owner of Silver Cross.
Members of the audience were asked to share whether they were IN, OUT or DON’T KNOW before
the debate and then afterwards. They were key points raised by each speaker, most of which were
declared as facts, but no sooner had a fact been offered it was dismissed as being incorrect or
challenged with another fact. Far from gaining clarity, and as someone who is used to at a policy
level working through the facts, I got more and more confused as to what the ‘facts’ actually were.
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My experiences and conversations have led me to the conclusion that most people understand this is
probably a once in their lifetime opportunity and it has serious ramifications either way, but that
they are confused as they seek to get behind the headlines and showboating and sort out what is
definite, probably or just possible. To help GMCC has produced a rather handy impartial summary
factsheet1 of the key points of the EU Referendum that aims to provide a balanced overview to
support people to vote.
In talking with people during and after the event, it became clear that many people had concerns
about how the whole process has been communicated to date. There were a large proportion of
unknown elements of either side of the argument and the EU itself was large, complex and multifaceted and difficult to realistically comprehend in terms of its reach, cost, operation and impact.
Trying to make judgements on headlines and sound bites in a short space of time didn’t seem to be
the correct way to determine the future outcome of British or European interests. This got me
thinking about how could or should we promote better communication around such agendas moving
forward? When we consider the implications of policy decisions nationally or at an EU level, I think
that we have a duty of ensure that the general population is much better informed – although I do
sometimes wonder whether MPs almost rely on voter apathy as a part of the political process.
However, that’s for someone else to deal with – we like to stick with the business end of things at
Know+Do.
The economic and job links that are purportedly tied to trade with the EU are large and likely to be of
interest to business owners. If you work in or own a business, how could you begin to make sense of
what this could mean to you in order to influence your vote and post IN or OUT? We believe that
businesses and their staff could begin to engage with the EU referendum differently by using the
popular SWOT2 and PESTEL3 models. Click on each picture to download the full template.

1

http://www.gmchamber.co.uk/system/attachments/1417/original.pdf
http://knowanddo.com/application/files/8714/4673/1179/KnowDo_SWOT_Template.pdf
3
http://knowanddo.com/application/files/8714/4673/1149/KnowDo_PESTEL_Template.pdf
2
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These can be used to help list out some of the areas of interest to you or your business and then
connect these with IN or OUT facts to see how they may or may not affect you. Assessing your
business’ strengths, weaknesses, opportunities or threats, and its place in the market, in light of the
potential Remain/Brexit options begins your plans to future proof your company. Our templates
explain how to use the tools and give suggested issues to consider. Our team are available to give
advice and support your thinking if needed.
Completing our templates will help you engage with the process and help you to better
communicate your thoughts and views as to whether you’re IN or OUT and also to help clearly
communicate your business ideas to customers as well on an ongoing basis. Remember though,
whatever happens on the 23rd June we still have many pressing matters, for instance #Devolution as
it spreads across the country or #NorthernPowerhouse as we seek to address economic imbalance,
to attend to as well. We all need to ensure that we continue to communicate we are open for
business whatever the outcome.

PS. I have deliberately made no mention of any personal view on IN or OUT; the one thing I would
urge you to do, though, is exercise your right to influence the decision by voting on 23 rd June.

Know+Do publish monthly Think Papers Think Papers on a variety management related topics. To
help managers, Know+Do also offer in-house training on a range of business growth and
management issues. We also have expert performance coaches available to support and encourage
organisational and leadership growth.
We welcome comments and feedback on the Think Papers - drop the author (Andrew Ramwell) a
line via info@knowanddo.com, call (0161) 280 4567 or tweet @rammers02.
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